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Many strategies have been proposed to satisfy the demands of sustainable development. They are usually based on the notion that the limits to the use of our environment have already been reached. They differ, however, in their approaches towards dealing with this situation. 
The first is based on the belief that any human society is part of, and depends on, an ecosystem. The ecosystem constrains the development of that society. It is necessary to respect the carrying capacity of the ecosystems in order to attain sustainability.
The second strategy is based on the belief that, if environmental decline is regarded as costs, western economics can cope very well with environmental problems. It argues for the power of self-regulation of human society. If the environment is incorporated in cost-benefit analyses, economic development will become equivalent to sustainable development.
Both strategies want to change human activities based on information about the environment. However, the two strategies lead to different sets of instruments to regulate human activities and to steer development. The proponents of the first strategy argue for imposing legal bounds on human activities to stop unlimited use of environmental goods and services and to reduce negative environmental impact. The proponents of the second strategy focus on pricing the use of environmental goods and services and negative environmental impact. These strategies aim at one type of goal – the discussed strategies try almost exclusively to solve existing environmental problems – while ignoring the importance of others. Frustrating these other goals can make sustainable development impossible.
Problems linked with the use of the environment can only be prevented if socio-economic, cultural and environmental aspects are taken into account. This can only be done if socio-economic, cultural and environmental processes are regarded as interconnected within one system: the socio-environmental system as a whole. Consensus has to be sought on the development of such whole systems. This consensus should be reached by negotiations between the people involved. This can only be accomplished when these people feel involved: that is to say, when they also regard the system as an entity. So the ideal strategy is one that searches for consensus between all the people involved in the development of a socio-environmental system as a whole.
The strategy might be especially workable at the local level. In these cases the commitment of the people involved will be highest. People will feel more easily part of the socio-environmental system and connected to other people involved. In developing countries local environmental problems should have higher priority than global. The national government is always one of the parties involved at the lower levels. On the higher levels, from the national to the global, political structures already exist that are designed to facilitate negotiations.
The socio-environmental system must be defined as clearly as possible: not only the physical environment, but also the people who are involved. In order to determine the other necessary information, it must return to the essence of environmental problems. An environmental problem can be described as a discrepancy experienced between the observed state of our physical environment and the state in which we want or need it to be.
Thus it must collects information about preventable problems and steerable development. The socio-environmental system as a whole is necessary to meet all our different needs. Therefore, this system as a whole should be planned and steered so that the discrepancy between the way things are and the way we want them to be is minimized. 
Consequently, the information needed on the socio-environmental system can be grouped in two main categories: values and facts.
A strategy for sustainable development should look for solutions that have no unwanted side-effects. Thus it should be able to consider all human needs and wants known at that moment. 
In searching for sustainable development, all constraints should be taken into consideration. However, our knowledge of these constraints – no matter how good and sophisticated – is bound to remain incomplete. The best we can do is gather all the available information.
Quantified information is needed on the needs and the wants that can be satisfied by a particular socio-environment system. Then we should study the costs of fulfilling particular needs. It should be possible to estimate the effects of a proposed solution on all the other needs and wants.
Many strategies have been proposed to reach sustainable development. A great many of these strategies aim at one type of problem – preventing environmental deterioration – while ignoring the importance of economic or social goals. This article describes strategy for sustainable development, which is based on the idea that it is necessary to find consensus on the development of a socio-environmental system as a whole, and between all people involved.
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